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Information Fusion and Quantum Logic 
in Family Medicine 

F. Matthew Mihelic, M.D.

Abstract 

A time-tested model for information fusion and analysis is provided by Family 
Medicine. Family Medicine is a discipline that operates in the realms of botJ1 technical 
and social sciences to analyze massive amounts of information from mulriple sources 
in order to make decisions that bring about tJie integration and coordination of 

interdisciplinary interventions involving scientific, psychological, and social aspects 
of medical care. This generalist function serves to lower the organizational entropy of 

complex systems and thereby improve efficiency while reducing ilie risk of catastrophic 

failure. Simply bringing a group of specialists together in one place does not bring 
about the integration and coordination that can only be accomplished by a single 
interdisciplinary individual functioning as a generalist rather than as a specialist. The 

type of thought process and decision-making involved in the generalist function of 
Family Medicine differs from that of medical specialties because it is a quantum logic 
function, and understanding such generalist function can provide insight to improve 
complex system design and information fusion function. 

Introduction 

Contemporary organizations encounter difficulty in integrating aind coordinating 
rapidly accelerating increases in information and complexity, but Family Medicine 

is a scientific discipline that naturally developed through the Twentieth Century to 
integrate and coordinate the rapidly advancing preponderance of medical information 
and capabilities to treat uniquely individual patients. Physicians have agreed for many 
years that the thought processes ofFamily Medicine decision-making are qualitatively 

different from those used in medical specialties, but Family Medlicine physicians 
heretofore have had difficulty in explainingjust what that difference is. This paper will 
explain that difference and show how ilie concepts involved can be utilized to provide 
information fusion in areas outside of Family Medicine, and how those concepts are 

applicable to any multi-agent complex adaptive system such as a biological system, 
a corporate structure, or an intelligent agent computer system. 

The scope of the practice of Family Medicine is eclectic and global. A Family Medicine 

physician must know and function in all specialty areas of medicine, and must deal 
with all of the dimensions of patient existence. Family Medicine training is a rigorous 

three or four year program after medical school, in which residents develop expertise 
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